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Happy New Year from the Publications Committee, and welcome to the first BIALL
Newsletter of 2013. In this issue the president’s column and committee reports
reflect on recent accomplishments and look forward to a very busy and exciting year.
There is also welcome news about the preservation of the Law Society Library’s
services, thanks in no small part to support and action from BIALL members.
Justis offer their perspective on what the next 12 months holds for legal research,
while a selection of BIALL members share their resolutions for the upcoming year.
In the spirit of trying new things, Philip Cable discusses the Web Committee’s
successful use of Yammer for online meetings and Hanna Lewin describes her Route
from medical to legal information work.
Last but not least, in this issue we get to know two academic colleagues a little
better, with Kate Jackson describing a typical day in her life at the Bodleian Law
Library and Caroline Ball from the University of Derby bravely answering our questions
“On the Spot”.
Lindsay
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President’s Column
A belated happy new year to all BIALL members. If you’re anything like me, the end of
2012 will have been a time for reflection and for setting your resolutions for 2013.
If you’re still keeping to these, well done!
Whilst Christmas is usually considered a quieter time of year, BIALL Council and BIALL
Committees have been very busy. Most significant were two projects that came to
completion just before Christmas - the development of the BIALL membership
database and the move of the BIALL mailing list from Mailtalk to JISCMAIL.

James Mullan

Both of these were complex projects which will have significant benefits for BIALL
members. Alden Bowers led the development of the membership database so I’d like
to thank him formally here for doing so and for providing an online tool, which BIALL
members can use to update their membership details. Alden and the Publications
Committee will now be turning their attention to the Directory of Law Libraries.
The BIALL mailing list project was another complex project that was managed by
Marianne Barber and Karen Palmer on the Web Committee. Their sterling efforts
meant that we were able to move all subscribers from the Mailtalk list to the new
JISCMAIL list without any significant issues. I’d also like to thank Jas Breslin (President
Elect) who was heavily involved in the project and helped draft guidance for the new
list owners.
I visited the BIALL Archives at the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies in October to
discuss the work we need to undertake to make the archives available online. The IALS
Archivist, Elizabeth Dawson, was on hand to discuss issues around the disposal of
materials and writing a retention schedule. Following that meeting, Felicity Cross has
agreed to assist BIALL with the process of completing the archives project. I’m grateful
for her assistance with this and look forward to working with her in 2013.
In November, BIALL exhibited for the first time at the Internet Librarian International
Conference at Olympia. Whilst our presence at this conference does not necessarily
bring us new business or new members it was a great opportunity to promote the work
of BIALL alongside other associations like CILIP, CLSIG and SLA Europe. My thanks to
Ian Hunter, Chair of the PR & Promotions Committee, who organised our attendance at
this conference and staffed the stand singlehandedly on the first day of the
conference.
BIALL Committees continue to be active and busy with various projects and you’ll
find details of their work on the following pages. By the time this column is published,
Council will have met on 11th January. Other committee meetings including the annual
LIG Suppliers Forum at the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies will also have taken
place.
Forthcoming BIALL events include the annual cheese and wine event which is due to
take place on 22 February, and of course it will soon be time for us to start looking
forward to our next Conference in Glasgow. More details on events planned by BIALL
are also available on the last page of this newsletter and on the BIALL website.
James Mullan
BIALL President
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News from Standing Committees
Conference Committee
The Conference Committee has been busy since the June 2012 Conference in Belfast
with plans for Glasgow. We’ll be kicking off with the pre-Conference seminar on
Wednesday 12th June and the main Conference event on Thursday 13th June Saturday 15th June, 2013, at the Hilton Hotel.
More details on this will be posted on the website, the BIALL blog and on the lists too.
Watch this space!
The committee met in October and again as a Finance sub-committee in December.
The latter meeting reviewed Conference 2013 finances and worked on setting the
delegate rate. This will be announced in early 2013 and we believe it will offer a very
attractive and cost effective package.
Gillian Watt

We are delighted to confirm Sweet and Maxwell and LexisNexis as our Platinum
sponsors, and thank them for their continued support of BIALL and our annual event.
As the Conference programme is being finalised we have taken into account all
feedback, both formal and informal, to ensure we deliver to our delegates the topics
they have expressed an interest in.
The focus of the 2013 programme is the ‘Business of Law’. We can all see changes in
the legal market whether we work in academia, law firms and special libraries or on a
freelance basis. Those changes affect us all, influencing and shaping our future
working lives.
This year’s programme aims to bring advice, guidance and examples from the legal
industry demonstrating and moulding new best practice.
We’re looking forward to welcoming you in Glasgow!
Gillian Watt
Vice Chair, Conference Committee

Professional Development Committee
Many thanks to those who came along to our last two seminars during 2012.
Both the Official Publications and the EU Law seminars drew more than fifty
attendees each, which is very encouraging as we get into the swing of
arranging training events for 2013.
By the time of publication you may already have heard elsewhere about our
forthcoming seminar on Law Reporting which looks set to take place in
February, and the return of our annual quiz night which is being arranged at
the time of writing. We are also currently in discussion about running the
Legal Reference Materials course at a location in London during the earlier
part of 2013, and I hope to be able to provide further details of that shortly.
A number of other events are also in the earlier stages of planning, and
further details will be announced as the year goes on.
I hope our members have had a good Christmas and New Year, and look
forward to welcoming many of you to our training events during 2013.
Mark Haines
Chair, Professional Development Committee
Mark Haines
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News from Standing Committees - continued
PR & Promotions Committee
BIALL Twitter account
We now have 548 followers, up from 525 in October, and the PR&P Committee had a
master class from Vice Chair Anneli Sarkanen at our last meeting. We have a rota in
place for monitoring the account beginning January, and more training planned for
February.

Other publicity activities
The Committee issued a press release on the new edition of Moys in November (the
publication date was an exclusive!) which we sent to selected external contacts.
Sandra Smythe of PR&P worked with the Web Committee to produce the BIALL
Christmas Card, sent to members on 17th December.

Committee news and next meeting
Committee members Kate Jackson and Natasha Choolhun have written an article for
Westlaw’s Law Student portal on working in legal information.

Ian Hunter

The Committee last met on 5th November and will next meet in February or March.
New members always welcome!

BIALL Dissertation award
A winner was selected in December. Congratulations to Erin Gow of Gray’s Inn Library.
All three dissertations may appear in LIM during 2013. This is the last year PR&P will
award the dissertation prize; next year the prize passes to the Awards and Bursaries
Committee.
Ian Hunter
Chair, PR & Promotions Committee

Web Committee
The run-up to Christmas seems to have been especially busy, prompted in part by the
double whammy of losing both Mailtalk and Fat Beehive’s email service. The new
discussion group on JISCMAIL is getting underway with lots of requests to join (thanks
go to Karen Palmer for single-handedly checking all of those.) We’re hoping to have
new list-owners in place by mid-January. After that we’ll be turning our attention to a
replacement facility for communicating with the whole membership. As if that wasn’t
enough change for 2013, we’ll also be investigating an alternative service to handle all
the “alias” addresses on the website. Both need to be ready for February when Fat
Beehive have warned us their service will be withdrawn. On the creative front, the
BIALL Christmas card was designed and produced in-house by Sally Peat. Other news
is that we’ve successfully applied to be added to the British Library’s archive of
websites. We’re still hoping to make some design alterations to the home page but it
will now be after the integration of the new email services. As per last year we’ll be
working on the mini site for the conference (#biall2013) and are planning a series of
blog posts to give a flavour of the sessions to persuade everyone to attend!
Next meeting (by teleconference) is in March (date to be confirmed).
Marianne Barber
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Marianne Barber
Chair, Web Committee

News from Standing Committees - continued
Awards and Bursaries Committee
I admit that I’ve been a bit lax in contributing to the Newsletter recently, but that
doesn’t mean that the Awards & Bursaries Committee has been inactive. In recent
months we have awarded a number of bursaries for courses and overseas
conferences.
Congratulations to Alison Shea and Sam Wiggins, the first two recipients of the Legal
Foundations Course bursaries. As you’re reading this Newsletter, Alison and Sam will
have completed Term One and be a few weeks into Term Two of the course. More
details about the Legal Foundations Course are available on the BIALL website, and
ABC will be inviting applications for two more bursaries for next year’s course later this
year – keep your eyes peeled for our emails if you’re interested in applying! Alison and
Sam will be writing about their experiences on the Course in a later Newsletter.
Congratulations also to Celine Kelly, Ruth Bird and Catherine Bowl, who have all been
awarded bursaries to attend the Joint Study Institute 2013 in Melbourne, Australia in
February.

Angela Donaldson

Now that 2013 is upon us, ABC’s attention turns to the awards which will be presented
at the Glasgow Conference in June. In the not too distant future we’ll be sending out
requests for nominations, so please do look out for them and do consider making a
nomination for our various awards.
ABC is pleased to welcome Christine Newlove, from Taylor Vinters in Cambridge to the
Committee. If you’re interested in getting involved with ABC (we give out money and
awards, so what’s not to like?) then do get in touch.
With all best wishes for a peaceful 2013.
Angela Donaldson
Chair, Awards & Bursaries Committee

BIALLers in the News
Kate Jackson and Natasha Choolhun have written an article for Westlaw’s Law
Student portal on working in legal information:
http://uklawstudent.thomsonreuters.com/2012/11/hot-lips-a-career-in-legalinformation/
Diana Morris and James Mullan are mentioned and quoted in the December 2012
CILIP Update: Moys updated for law Libraries
Emily Allbon is quoted the December 2012 CILIP Update: Law site updated for
10th anniversary
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Law Society Library - Services in 2013
Janet Horslen, Reader Services Manager at the Law Society Library
Many BIALL members will be aware that in early 2012 there was a proposal to either
shut or outsource the Law Society Library in London.
I am pleased to tell you that this possibility has now receded, thanks to the support
from law librarians, and an open-minded approach by the consultants appointed to
look at the proposals.
We are very grateful to the BIALL members who approached senior solicitors in their
firms and asked them to write to the Law Society expressing concern at the proposals
to shut the Law Society Library. As a result, the Library is no longer regarded as a
“museum of old books”, but is seen as “the soul of the Law Society”. Quite a
turnaround!
The consultants also helped by pointing out that the Library is an asset with services
that could help offset our costs. Various ideas were floated and the one that will be
introduced is a charged research service.

Research service

From January 2013 the first ten minutes of research will continue to be free. We would
expect most enquiries from law librarians to take less than ten minutes, so this should
not significantly affect you.
Enquiries requiring more than ten minutes of research will be charged in blocks of 20
minutes. The standard research service will aim to reply to research enquiries within
48 hours, but will often be quicker than this. Up to 20 minutes research (after the first
free 10 minutes) will cost £20 plus VAT, and we will ask for payment when you ask us
to undertake the research for you.
For those of you who do not have access to a corporate credit or debit card, there will
be an option to prepay for a discounted block of five hours research time – five hours
of standard research time for the price of four. Full details of the prices are on our
website www.lawsociety.org.uk/library.
If you need an answer quickly, we will offer a Premium research service which will
answer enquiries on the same day, if we receive the enquiry before 2pm. There will be
an extra £22 plus VAT charge for the Premium service, so the first 20 minutes of
research (after the free 10 minutes) will cost £42 plus VAT.

Lawdocs changes

In a separate development, there will be a change in the way we send you copies
ordered from our Lawdocs service from early 2013. In order to comply with the
requirements of our CLA licence, we are changing to software called LockLizard. This
requires each customer to be registered with us, and for the customer to download
reader software in order to view the document we send you. The good news is that we
will be able to send the document as a pdc, which is a type of pdf file.
The software will ensure that the CLA licence restrictions are enforced, which will mean
that you can print it off once. You will only be able to forward the document to the fee
earner if you have not opened it. Once the file is opened or printed off, it automatically
deletes after 14 days (Mission Impossible music not included...).
For customers who have problems with downloading the software, you can ask us to fax
the copies instead of emailing them. A couple of BIALL and CLIG Committee members
have been helping us test the software. Thank you Jas, Dunstan and Rochelle!
Thanks also to all of you who filled in the survey, attended the focus group, or
persuaded their fee earners to write in. You certainly made a difference!
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We’re Yammin’
Philip Cable,
Researcher at Hogan
Lovells, discusses the
virtues of using
Yammer for Online
meetings

The BIALL Web Committee is geographically a
fairly diverse bunch. We have a core of
London-based members (where our meetings
tend to be) and others scattered as far afield
as Cambridge, Chester and one committee
member who comes down - heroically – from Aberdeen.
Face-to-face meetings are our preference as they best facilitate efficient and effective
communication. However when that efficient face-to-face meeting requires a
thousand mile round trip it’s time to consider alternatives.
That’s why we have experimented with Yammer as an online tool for a meeting.
So what is Yammer? Well it’s basically a sophisticated permanent private chat room
with the ability to upload and share documents. Each member of the group can post
and when they do they appear next to a little picture of themselves which helps to
create a community feel. It’s a freemium product and we only use the free bits.
It also needs an organisation to host it and we are fortunate to have this through one
committee member’s employer.
In general the Web Committee use Yammer as a between-meeting communication
tool, allowing us to check in with other committee members if we need advice, help or
perhaps just to be reminded of what we said we would do at the previous meeting…
Building on this we decided to take it to the next level – and last year we
experimented with a proper committee meeting exclusively on Yammer!

Philip Cable

It went pretty well – mostly because our Chair, Marianne put in the preparation.
An effective Yammer meeting requires confident chairing and organisation.
It’s essential that everyone has the agenda in front of them, is ready to participate
and understands how the group intends the meeting to be run.
The reason this is important is because an online meeting has a different dynamic to
a normal meeting. In a normal meeting the Chair reads out an agenda item, everyone
has their say, hopefully actions points are noted, and then everyone stops talking.
This doesn’t work quite the same on Yammer. In our case Marianne announced –
virtually - we would start with item one. Then nothing… in real life silence gets pretty
oppressive pretty quickly and someone breaks and says something. On Yammer
sitting at your own PC it’s a not such a problem and it takes a bit longer for things to
warm up.
They do eventually warm up and someone posts something to get the ball rolling and
the meeting commences. It can feel like slow work, typing being slower than talking,
but it’s also more efficient as it’s much less likely you will go off on a tangent. It’s also
less fun as you will be much less likely to go off on a tangent.
When it felt like everyone had had their say on agenda item one, we moved onto
agenda item two under a different heading on Yammer and started a new online
conversation. However it turned out we weren’t all done and comments continued to
be made under agenda item one. So now we’re having multiple virtual conversations
under multiple headings! Chaotic? A little - but don’t be deterred. This is nothing that
any BIALL member, who will have certainly dealt with more than one thing at a time
on numerous occasions, couldn’t handle.
So we continued through the agenda items and eventually the meeting wrapped after
about two hours. This is roughly how long one of our normal meetings takes. The big
difference of course was when we finished we were immediately back at our desks
saving ourselves bags of time.
Do consider using Yammer for a meeting, I like it – and if you are able to try it, I hope
you like Yammin’ too.
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News from Justis Publishing
Happy 2013, readers! There’s a lot to cover so I’ll get straight to
the point.
The meat of this submission is a thought-provoking article that I asked up-andcoming team member Mark Debenham to write. It’s on legal research over the next
12 months.
But before that, a couple of recent highlights:
I should draw your attention to some important improvements to the Justis legal
library and JustCite, the good law guide. One of the most significant of these is that
JustCite is now “in” Justis.
You’ll notice that I describe JustCite as “the good law guide”. See what we mean at
www.justcite.com/goodlaw. JustCite has evolved into so much more than the search
engine or citator that we’d got into the habit of calling it. In essence, you won’t find
a better service for establishing the current status of the law. So we’re keen to
emphasise this.
Its users are cottoning on, as highlighted by an encouraging response to a recent
reviews-based competition on LinkedIn.
Joint winner Donna Clark of Greenwoods Solicitors said: “JustCite is a great ‘onestop-shop’ to point me in the right direction when searching for cases, whether they
are old, new, for UK or abroad. I find it very clear and easy to use and coming from a
non-legal background, it saves me valuable time not having to search around as well
as helping me understand whether it’s good law or not, and where else it fits in the
legal world. Love it, and now look forward to getting challenged to find obscure
cases with little information to go on!” And Hazel Bird of Chadbourne & Parke LLP
said: “I am new to JustCite, so am still learning just how useful it can be, but I
absolutely love the clear and easy way it indicates whether a case is good law or
not. I also think the precedent map is brilliant. In a simple, easy-to-understand
picture, it shows which cases are referred to in a case (as well as their relative
importance). It also shows which cases have subsequently considered your case. I
haven’t seen anything like this on any other database.”
To keep abreast of Justis and JustCite activity, go to our Justis Publishing page on
LinkedIn.

How legal research
could change over the
next 12 months

At the start of a year, it’s always fascinating to speculate about what lies ahead for the
next 12 months.
Legal research was revolutionised by the advent of online technology. The proliferation
of case law on the internet means that cases and legislation can be researched from
almost anywhere and at any time. It would be a mistake to not expect further radical
changes in the future.
What will these changes be though? Who will make them? How will they shape the way
the law is researched?
While it’s difficult to know exactly what to expect, we only need to reflect on how much
legal research has changed to know that we have no reason to place unnecessary
limits on our expectations.
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News from Justis Publishing - continued
How legal research has
changed

I visited Garden Court Chambers last summer and spoke to barrister John Beckley,
who summed up how legal research has evolved.
“When I was studying you’d look at an authority, which may cite another that you
thought would be useful, and you’d then go off round the library to find it. You’d end up
spending a lot of time in libraries reading books,” Beckley explained. “Now you can just
click on a link and it’ll take you straight there, which saves a lot of time. Also, before if
you were writing an essay and you want to talk about what Baroness Hale said in a
particular case, then you’d photocopy the authority and then type it up. Now you can
copy and paste what she said.”
Such developments also affect the type of research being done and kind of cases
being cited.
I interviewed Edward Cumming, barrister at XXIV Old Buildings, last year and he said:
“There’s much more ready-access to a broader range of cases now, both reported and
unreported ones, so you’re seeing more and more recent cases being cited in court,
particularly for procedural matters.”

A product of online
developments

The words of both Beckley and Cumming capture how legal research has changed and
Justis Publishing’s legal research platform, JustCite, is a reflection of what it has
become. The fact that JustCite indexes and deep-links to the full-text documents from a
host of different legal websites across the world such as LexisNexis, Justis and
Westlaw, makes it very much a product of online developments.
JustCite has been designed to tell users quickly whether a case is still “good law” or
not. Material indexed on JustCite, such as cases, legislation and journal articles, has
been read and referenced accordingly by Justis Publishing’s legally-trained editorial
team. This fuels the JustCite Ranking system—a sorting feature that ranks search
results by their true relevance, rather than by keyword frequency, so the leading cases
are displayed first.
It also makes it easier to see the relationship that cases share with one another as
they are cited in the context of meaningful legal terms such as “distinguished by”,
“applied”, “overruled” and the like.
These relationships can be presented in a way that makes the information easy to
digest. JustCite’s Precedent Map feature is a visual tool that shows the network of
authorities for each case. It will place a case in the centre of the screen as its “focus”,
and then around its perimeter display the key previous cases that the focus case has
cited and subsequent cases that cite the focus case.
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News from Justis Publishing - continued
Time to look to the
future

In listing a couple of the features and benefits of JustCite, it highlights how close the
relationship between editorial enrichment and technological development has been in
legal research.
This relationship could serve as an indicator of what to expect from the future of legal
research, particularly when considering one of JustCite’s most recent additions,
JustCite Community.
JustCite Community is a new online platform where registered users can set up a
profile and write summaries and commentaries that are attached to cases.
The combination of editorial input from the legal community and development from the
technological world could bring further positive facets to the art of legal research.
The impact could be huge.
By writing case summaries on JustCite Community, the legal community can help
establish the facts of a case and aid the way the law is reported. This could save
valuable research time, as it’d mean that anything that has been missed in the
headnote could be added in a summary. The benefits for unreported judgments are
even greater, as it’d result in them effectively being headnoted.
Commentaries on JustCite Community are more opinion-based and enable users to
add their point of view and analysis to a case, in a similar way to a journal article or
legal blog. They give users the opportunity to contribute to a worldwide debate as tens
of thousands of legal professionals use JustCite every day.
“I haven’t seen JustCite Community itself yet, but I think certainly the idea of
communities is something that will develop,” Beckley told me when I spoke to him.
“For example, there’s a website called Nearly Legal [nearlylegal.co.uk] which deals with
housing law. New authorities will be put on there with some description of it and
there’ll be space for comments after it. Somebody might comment on what they think
it means, and somebody else might say it means something completely different.
People will discuss where they think the authority might go, where the law might lead
and how it can be developed.”
Whether the full benefits of JustCite Community will happen this year remains to be
seen. Over the last ten years or so, the legal community’s editorial enrichment and the
online world’s innovation have worked together to physically change the way the law is
researched. The next 12 months are as good a time as any for that same combination
to change the way the law is discussed and reported.
If you’re interested in writing on JustCite Community but aren’t a registered JustCite
user, please email communications@justis.com for more information.

Getting the most out of
Justis Publishing

As ever, no-obligation trials are available for all our products, while existing customers
are encouraged to make use of our free face-to-face or remote-access training and
watch our YouTube training videos, many of which are very recent new additions.
If you want to help shape our products through occasional email exchanges, please
join our electronic focus group by emailing efocusgroup@justis.com.
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Day in the Life
Kate Jackson, Legal
Research Librarian at
the Bodleian Law
Library

Living outside of Oxford my day starts with what should be a 30 minute journey which
as usual turns into 50 minutes after negotiating traffic. Having procured a cup of
coffee I then log-on and check my emails. Being the contact for our International
Human Rights distance students there is usually something in my inbox from a
different time zone.
The enquiry could be as simple as finding an online article or as in-depth as needing
help with research on drones (the military not science fiction kind) or an obscure
1960s UN document.
Having drained every last bit of caffeine I usually go through my diary to check for any
meetings. As the Law Library is part of the wider Bodleian Libraries there are a
number of tasks that are university-wide. One of these is a live help service for people
using the library catalogue SOLO and I spend an hour each week at the end of an
instant messaging service helping users find what they are looking for. It is great when
I get legal queries but not so good when I get asked how to find 19th century German
newspapers! This morning I have a quiet hour dealing mainly with ordering books from
the book storage facility in Swindon.
The rest of the morning involves preparing for our new-look internet pages. As part of
the Web Redevelopment Team I am currently trying to arrange a number of user
testing events and so a lot of my time is being spent looking at user testing products
as well as writing exercises. As I am also primarily responsible for the day to day
maintenance of the Law Library web pages, I spend an hour or so doing the initial
preparation work to map our old site across to the new template. The hard work starts
in January but luckily for me I have a great team to help.

Kate Jackson

Lunch usually involves a salad or sandwich and if the weather is nice a walk round the
lovely University Park in Oxford. Of course if the weather is not so good then I usually
spend the hour reading or catching up with friends.
This is quiet time of year for teaching but in the afternoon I spend a couple of hours
going through online teaching guides and materials. The Bodleian Libraries has a
series of guides called Libguides and as editor of a number of law guides I need to
check to make sure links work, presentations are up to date and new resources have
been added. I then look over my classes for the Legal Research and Mooting Skills
Programme (LRSMP) which is a compulsory course for first year undergraduates.
The first unit was at the beginning of Michaelmas term (October) and the rest is done
in Trinity term (May-June) but I always like to go through and make sure everything is
still relevant and fresh so there is no last minute panic. After rearranging some of the
class content, I change a couple of screen shots and update the text on the LRSMP
website. At the moment there is an optional test for students that we are trying to get
online in the next few weeks and so the question pools need to be checked to make
sure that they still work on the VLE.
Another coffee and then on to writing a policy and instructions for our social media
which includes a blog, a Twitter and a Facebook account. We have the basics on a wiki
already thanks to the efforts of the Web Team last year but it needs to be updated and
consolidated. I also spend a few minutes jotting down suitable subjects for future blog
posts, we have just finished writing and publishing our series - ‘The 12 (Legal) Days of
Christmas’ which was quite intense but lots of fun.
Around 5 o’clock I will look over the next day in my diary, cross a few things off my to
do list (and usually add a lot more) and double check my emails before logging off and
hopping back on a bus for my journey home.

Bodleian Law Library
Source: Wikipedia - Author: Emmy.b
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In With the New...
Your Resolutions For 2013
A selection of BIALL members have once again generously agreed to
share the resolutions that they will be sticking to in 2013. So if you
have yet to decide on yours, or you’re just nosey, then read on.
Jackie Fishleigh

4 More of a wish really. That in 2013 members continue to come forward to become
actively involved in BIALL. The things you learn, the friends you make, the
motivation and inspiration created from playing your part in our great professional
association mean that those of us who have taken the plunge really haven’t looked
back! Come and join us next year!
4 On a frivolous note let’s not get hung up on the 13! Clearly the Royals think that
their exceptional luck in securing great seats at London 2012 will roll over into
2013! My top tip for names would be Wayne and Waynetta – ideal for twins, boy or
girl, contemporary, US-friendly, goes nicely with Windsor and a nod to our great
football and hairstyling legend.

Marianne Barber

4 Count my STARs - Situation, Task, Action, Result (Personal
skills audit) It’s an idea I got from an article by Suzanne
Wheatley “Reviewing your objectives and achievements” Information Today 14th December 2012.

Karen Palmer

4 Work - Embed ‘Research Resources’ throughout the new
Intranet (so many web parts that can be created!), ensuring
that ALL resources are recorded on this new database.
4 PTA - Finish the ‘How to’ manual that I decided to write,
ready for the next Treasurer who will take over in September.
4 ‘Me’ - Take the stairs not the lift, and walk up the escalator
more often.

Dean Mason

4 Not to demoralise myself by checking the previous year’s
resolutions (whoops….maybe one for next year)
4 To run at least one competitive 10k and feign injury if it takes
longer than an hour
4 To put my fingers in my ears and go “la la la” whenever
anyone mentions running a marathon. If “marathon” is pluralised (or if “under 3
hours” is mentioned) revert to a scream
4 Not to start every sentence with “have you checked PLC…”
4 Not to use the “Ask PLC” service for philosophical questions

Grant Hood
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4 I have set myself two goals this year – climb Ben Nevis
and eat more vegetables (though not at the same time).

In With the New...
Your Resolutions For 2013 - continued
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Angela Donaldson

4 To try and see the positive side of our new “smartworking/hot desking” initiative and not dwell too much on
the fact that I’ll no longer have a desk to call my own.
4 To put my collection of desk toys, accumulated over many
years, up for sale on eBay, seeing as I will no longer have
anywhere to put them.

Jon Beaumont

4 Not to compare any of my work colleagues to: Martin Keown; Elton John;
Father Christmas; or the character Minty who used to be in Eastenders
4 To be nicer to my cat (Lionel)
4 To plant and grow a fig tree next to my desk
4 Not to phone my desk phone via my mobile when any member of the
Accounts Team approaches
4 To drink and eat more

Lindsay Robinson

4 To keep my desk (reasonably) tidy. I like a certain amount
of clutter but not being able to reach the phone for piles
of books is a bit much
4 To finish writing up the procedures manual for my role, so
that I can stop guiltily snoozing that particular Outlook
reminder.
4 To go for regular lunchtime walks around the nearby park

Stephen Wheeler

4 I’ve already conquered one of my early resolutions; my pile of unread e-mails has
now been reduced to zero. It’s amazing what blindly deleting things can do to your
inbox (joke). I also have a very tidy desk at the moment…perhaps my new years’
resolution should revolve around making a mess and becoming really disorganised?
What else…from a work perspective, we’re grappling with more business-related
research, so that’s something to get stuck into this year. Other than that, I need to
finish off the John Lennon book I’ve been reading for the last six months. My
childish obsession with playing Stick Cricket online is stopping me from getting to
the end. I wouldn’t mind, but I hate cricket.

Barbara Blake

4 My big work-related resolution for this year is to get
more informed about information literacy (i.e. to get
more literate about information literacy!)
4 At home I’d like to watch slightly less TV…we’ll see
how that one pans out!

Jas Breslin

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

I’ve made a number of resolutions for this year, and hopefully at least some of them will stick.
Cancel all those email alerts I thought might be interesting but which I actually never read
Delegate more effectively
Try not to volunteer for everything
Getting running properly again
Be better at switching off from work when I am on holiday
Travel to five new countries in 2013

Library Routes
Hanna Lewin, Researcher at Hogan Lovells
Like many people I fell into working in information. I worked in my college library as a
student at Durham University where an early lesson in stock retention must have
been inspirational. We realised we needed some form of security for the book stock
as it worked out cheaper to give all new students book vouchers than to carry on
replacing all the lost/stolen books every year.

Hanna Lewin

After graduating with a 2.1 in Combined Social Sciences I decided to apply to a
number of library graduate trainee schemes with no real knowledge of the different
sectors. I had an interview with a law firm, but did not know what happened beyond
the client meeting room. Legal information work eluded me at first. I worked as a
graduate trainee at Royal Holloway, University of London in their acquisitions
department, social science library and their small departmental music library.
A highlight of the job was showing prospective students and their parents around the
library a few weeks into the job. My thinking-on-my-feet skills are a source of pride.
I failed to get funding to go to library school and decided to self-fund part time so
initially I got a library assistant post at the Royal Pharmaceutical Society Library. As
well as enquiries and inter-library loans I carried out original cataloguing of rare
books, showcasing some of the treasures in exhibitions in the library and by writing
articles in the Pharmaceutical Journal.
Whilst earning my MA from UCL I worked in various academic libraries (at one stage I
worked six days a week in part time jobs and went to college for one day which was
slightly exhausting) later moving into an office based role at the Royal College of
Surgeons. Here I worked for a contractor of NICE and learnt how to search biomedical
databases looking for evidence for the clinical efficacy and cost effectiveness of
drugs and treatment pathways. I worked on topics as diverse as head injury, faecal
incontinence and venous thromboembolism.
A post as an Information Specialist at NICE came up and I surprised myself by being
offered the role. At NICE as well as literature searching I looked after journal
subscriptions and the library management system, managed a library move (from a
meeting room into the café) and moved to an open source catalogue, LibraryThing,
saving the government £6000 a year (and all before “austerity” hit).
I found myself meeting law librarians at events and thought the environment and
pace of work might suit me as someone who is quite solutions-focused and
interested in just about everything. Hearing about a maternity cover role at Hogan
Lovells from a friend and professional peer who worked there, I applied directly to the
firm. Although I was unsuccessful, I was encouraged to apply for a permanent post
when one became available. I could then benefit from the investment in specific
training time to develop in the role. Hogan Lovells is receptive to candidates with
strong transferable skills and thanks to networking, my future employer had some
knowledge of me and I had a good understanding of the role. I was therefore able to
demonstrate the strength of my skills which came across well at interview.
Here I am nearly two years on and I really enjoy the role and can’t remember what I
was doing before. I can’t remember what I ate for lunch yesterday either.
Memory notwithstanding I really enjoy learning something new every day. I am
undertaking Chartership and am reflecting on the change of sector as part of the
process. Worryingly I think the more I learn the more I feel I don’t actually know. The
steep learning curve was definitely worth it however and I appreciate working in a
team where we actively share knowledge and which I can contribute to.
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki?
Natasha Choolhun provides the latest updates to the wiki
The How do I? wiki is a collection of useful answers to common and unusual research
questions. Many are answers to questions posted on the Lis-Law email distribution
list so if you do post a question, summarising the results afterwards can help build
the wiki and help share information between us. The wiki is an excellent place to look
if you are stuck on an enquiry or simply don’t know where to start looking.
The wiki is maintained by the PR & Promotions Committee but any BIALL member
can edit the wiki by requesting access which can be done from the wiki homepage.
The wiki is easy to navigate by browsing broad subject headings (Legislation,
Company Information, European Union etc.) or by using the A-Z index. There is also a
search facility in the top right corner of the home screen.

Natasha Choolhun

Updated pages

n Legislation - Northern Irish legislation has been updated to reflect the addition of
consolidated NI legislation to Westlaw (subscription required). Acts and SIs are now
available from 2000 onwards.
n Superseded material - list of organisations accepting donations of law books. The
contact details for the International Law Book Facility, ILBF have been updated on
this page. Please note that as the ILBF is staffed by volunteers, only a contact
email address is available.
n Explanatory notes Information here includes where you can find explanatory notes
for primary legislation as well as a summary of what notes are available before and
after 1999. A BIALL member has also commented on this page to highlight the
retrospective set of Explanatory Notes issued in July 2004, for the Scotland Act
1998.
n Electoral Roll has been amended to explain the pre-loaded credit system used by
the Electoral Roll. The page also lists details of several other people and identity
search services (both free and chargeable).
n Base rates Information here has been updated for several banks to include where
historic base rates can be accessed along with the dates available.
It takes some work keeping on top of the changes happening so we welcome users to
either correct mistakes they come across in the wiki, or to contact a member of the PR
Committee. We have appreciated changes made over the past month or so by BIALL
members and we do hope this continues.
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki? - continued
Wiki page of the month

In each of these segments on the wiki, we will also include a “page of the month” – an
entry on the wiki we’d like to highlight. This month it’s: Old editions!
Opinion and policy on old editions varies greatly between law librarians. Should you
ever need to locate an old edition, a good place to start is the Law Society’s library’s
catalogue. The Law Society holds thousands of old editions going back over 150 years.
As well as old editions of textbooks the library holds every volume ever published of
Halsbury’s Statutes, Halsbury’s Statutory Instruments, Encyclopaedia of Forms and
Precedents, Atkins Court Forms, The White Book, The Green Book and many more.
The Institute of Advanced Legal Studies also carries holdings of old editions which can
be located using the IALS web catalogue.

Statistics, statistics
and more statistics!

Over the past two months, the wiki has had over 1293 unique visitors, about 93 more
than the two months prior to that. The majority of these still continue to be new
visitors, which is great news. The bounce rate is still quite high for new visitors (76%),
which is expected, but for returning visitors it is significantly lower (24%). The most
popular page from the past two months has been the Employment Tribunal cases
page.
The statistics are very useful as they allow the PR Committee to see what is being
accessed and therefore what might need to be checked more frequently that the
information is current.
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On the Spot
Caroline Ball,
Subject Librarian at the
University of Derby,
answers our
questions…
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Q If you weren't a librarian,
what would you be?

When I was seven I wanted to be an astronaut, until someone pointed out that science
was a fairly important subject for an astronaut, not to mention maths. That didn’t suit.
So let’s see, I’d probably be a journalist or a teacher.

Q What annoys you most in
your career?

The government’s slow strangulation of public libraries would be fairly high up there,
I would say. But perhaps let’s not go into that, there will be gnashing of teeth and
growling…

Q How do you spend your
time away from your
organisation?

Herding cats. Reading on my Kindle. Watching my way through far too much American
TV. Gritting my teeth in the gym.

Q What is the one thing you
couldn't live without at work?

TweetDeck. I use Twitter to keep abreast of legal and copyright developments, and
TweetDeck is a godsend to keep track of multiple accounts, users and hashtags.

Q Which famous person
would you most like to present
you with the BIALL Law
Librarian of the Year Award?

Richard Armitage. Do I get to keep him after the ceremony too?

Q What’s your favourite
legal drama series or
movie?

Suits. Whilst lawyer Harvey and pseudo-lawyer Mike are lovely, fierce legal secretary
Donna is my favourite.

Q What are your favourite
three songs?

This answer changes depending on the time of day, but ‘Home’ by Marc Broussard,
‘Cut’ by Plumb and ‘This Woman’s Work’ by Kate Bush are always high on the list of
favourites.

Q Do you have any phobias?

I don’t especially like spiders or fish, but I wouldn’t say either is a phobia. I do have an
irrational aversion to Art Garfunkel – ask me about it sometime.

Q If you were a cake what
would you be?

A cupcake. Definitely. I am constitutionally incapable of walking past anywhere selling
cupcakes without buying at least one. Or two. Or twelve. So if you are what you eat…

Q Have you ever been
attacked by an animal?

Every morning, by hungry kittens. One in particular likes to climb my leg, up my back
and curl around my neck, like a fluffy scarf with claws.
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